
 
 

Writing Introductions for 

Academic Essays 
 

Introductions are an important part of a paper for several reasons: they establish the subject of the 

paper, they typically contain the thesis statement (which more narrowly defines the terms of the 

paper), and hopefully, they interest the reader. Of course, there are different ways for a writer to 

begin his or her paper, depending on what type of paper it is and that person’s individual writing 

style. The following are some examples: 

 

The “Once Upon a Time” Approach: You could use an anecdote (a short story or news event 

that illustrates a main idea) or relate an interesting experience to get your reader thinking. 

Remember: A short story might be interesting, but just make sure that it is highly pertinent and the 

right length. If it is too short, it might seem out of place or unnecessary; if it is too long, it might 

overshadow the main idea of the paragraph. 

 

The “He Said/She Said” Approach: You could begin with a quote and expand upon it, bringing 

your own idea into focus as it relates to said quote. 

Remember: Many people enjoy using a famous quote in their papers, but just like with the 

anecdotes, make sure it is highly relevant to your topic. 

 

The “Off the Beaten Path” Approach: You could also add some intrigue to your introduction, 

perhaps by setting a scene, asking questions for the reader to ponder, and revealing the true focus of 

the paper only towards the end of the paragraph or in the thesis statement. 

Remember: It is okay to intrigue the reader, but try not to be so misleading that your message 

becomes confusing. 

 

The “Straight-Shooter” Approach: Some people prefer to simply begin their papers with a 

definite, concise statement that directly relates to their topic. 

Remember: This approach is also effective, but be sure to hold back at least some valuable pieces of 

information for later sentences or the thesis; otherwise, you may find it difficult to write an entire 

first paragraph. 

 

The “WHA-BAM” Approach: Many people find this approach effective to use in argument 

papers or when presenting pertinent data, like statistics. You could start off by including some 

attention-grabbing details, which may shock your reader or cause him or her to think about an issue. 

-Remember: You do not want to overwhelm the reader with too many statistics or information that 

might be highly controversial all at once. In this instance, less is sometimes more. 

 

The “To Be or Not to Be” Approach: You might also consider asking a rhetorical question 

somewhere in the introductory paragraph or in the thesis itself, which the reader can think in the back 

of his or her mind over the course of the paper.  

-Remember: Hopefully, by the time the reader reaches the conclusion, you will have already 

provided enough evidence so that the reader is sure of your answer to the question you posed in the 

introduction, while still leaving room for the reader to make his or her own interpretation, too. 

 



 
 

Things to Avoid When Writing Introductions: 

 

Here are some overused ways to write introductions: 

 

Avoid the “Book Report” Approach: This approach includes summarizing obvious and 

sometimes overstated information to begin a paper. It usually includes some variation of who, what, 

when, where, and why. An example would be: “Author wrote this novel in the year 19xx and it was 

very controversial at the time.” 

Remember: People enjoy learning about new ideas or perhaps viewing an old issue in a different 

way. If you begin your paper in a less than interesting way, the reader might not feel that he or she is 

going to take anything useful away from it. If you use this approach, stick to the specific issues of 

your paper and offer a sense of why the topic matters.  

 

Avoid the “From the Dawn of Time” Approach: Ever since the beginning of recorded history, 

people have been using this approach…Although starting a paper in a general way and becoming 

gradually more specific is sometimes effective, starting with the very beginning of history or 

civilization is too generalized and provides no context. 

Remember: It is okay to start off with a general time period, such as the 1920s, and then become 

more specific, but only if the events of the general period somehow relate to the more specific period 

referred to in the paper. Focus on a particular era of time, culture, etc.  

 

Avoid the “Dictionary.com” Approach: Formerly known as the “Webster’s Approach,” this 

approach has had to adapt to modern technology. Although it is tempting to use a dictionary 

definition to begin discussing your topic, anyone could easily go online and look up the same word. 

Remember: It is a good idea to define words that are not commonly used (such as medical jargon), 

but your reader is sure to notice it if you use a dictionary definition merely as a means of taking up 

space. If you use a definition, make it unique to the field, such as a key scholar’s definition rather 

than dictionary.com’s.  

 

Avoid the “Re-statement Of the Professor’s Question” Approach: You might think that by 

using your professor’s question as part of the answer, you are honing in on an easy introduction, but 

be warned. Your professor is sure to realize if you choose to use his or her words, with a few of your 

own. Moreover, you jeopardize your own creativity by borrowing ideas from someone else. 

Remember: It is okay to use some of the same ideas that your professor would like to you write 

about, but try to employ them in a new way, using your own language and writing style. 

 

Avoid the “Because I Have To Say Something” Approach: It is very easy to fall into this trap. 

You know that you have to write something for an introduction, but you might not have a lot to say 

about it. You begin by stating something that is generally agreed upon, such as “During WWII, many 

people died.” The problem with this kind of introduction is that you recycle many of the same ideas 

that people already know, without ever adding any of your own ideas or saying something new. 

Remember: To say something “new,” you can always restate a commonly known idea in a new way, 

or you could apply a new theory to an old idea.  

 

For more information on introductions, please feel free to visit these websites: 

“Introductions” by the Doyle Online Writing Lab, Reed University: 

http://academic.reed.edu/writing/paper_help/intro_conclus.html#introductions 

 “Introductions” by the Wrting Center at the University of North Carolina: 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/handouts/introductions.html. 

Worksheet compiled and written by Sarah Bruno, Writing Center tutor, 2010. 


